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The test time that scan tests require typically dominates manufacturing-test costs for digital designs. The increase in design complexity and the requirements for delay tests have made test time a design parameter that requires active management in nanometer designs. As the number of patterns increases, it takes more tester-buffer space to hold the complete test set, and it takes longer to execute the test set in manufacturing. To address both the data-volume and test-time problems, test engineers and test architects have developed techniques employing on-chip hardware that compresses the test-stimulus and response patterns and then applies them to the chip under test. Luckily, there are many test architectures that engineers can employ for test-data compression.

Compression-methods background

The dominant method of testing digital circuits is the use of an ATPG (automatic test-pattern generator) to target a stuck-at or transition fault model at all of the circuit nodes. In circuits that contain storage elements, engineers can use scan registers to enable control and observation of the storage elements and ensure high fault coverage. When the ATPG generates too many test patterns, the test-application time becomes too long, and engineers must use on-chip-compression techniques to minimize test time and, thus, test costs.

Test compression builds on technology originally developed for LBIST (logic built-in self-test). Figure 1 shows the general structure of compression logic within a chip or core. The system decompresses a compressed input stream and feeds it into the internal scan chains, some of which may be inside cores within the design. The system optionally feeds the output from the internal scan chains through masking logic and then compresses it into an output stream. Engineers can use several architectures for the input decompressor and the output compressor.

Input decompression

Input decompression enables a small number of scan input streams to load stimulus into a much larger set of internal scan chains. Papers have proposed and products have implemented several types of input-decompression architectures. Table 1 lists the most common.

The simplest input decompressor is broadcast scan. This device simply fans out each scan input to multiple internal chains. The main complaint against broadcast scan is that those chains receiving their values from the same scan-in pin have directly correlated values, which may impact fault coverage. In most practical implementations, however, this possibility has not been a problem. Engineers obtain the linear-spreader, space-expansion network by XORing combinations of scan
inputs to each internal-chain input. The scan correlations are still there, but they are less direct than with broadcast scan.

Another approach to avoiding the scan-chain dependency associated with broadcast scan is the use of multiplexed scan configurations. In its simplest form, this technique uses several broadcast-scan configurations and provides one or more additional scan inputs to switch between them. The scan correlations are still there, but, for some scan cycles, one of the configurations may allow you to attain the desired care bits. A multiplexed linear spreader is similar to the multiplexed broadcast scan. It provides two or more sets of linear equations that you can use to solve and attain the desired care bits from the ATPG.

Alternative approaches for input decompression rely on a sequential linear-feedback and spreading network. The sequential elements are based on LFSRs (linear-feedback-shift registers) or linear automata, but they achieve the same result: Buffer up the input variables from the scan-input streams so that scan cycles not requiring a lot of care bits can defer the use of the variables for later, more demanding cycles. These approaches are almost assuredly the best for dealing with any scan correlation. However, the scan chains still see correlated values, so there are limits to how many care bits one scan cycle or consecutive scan cycles can accommodate.

**Output compression**

The role of an output compressor is to enable a large number of internal scan-chain output streams to merge to create either a much smaller set of external scan-output streams or to create a signature for each test or set of tests. Table 2 lists the most common compressors, many of which papers have proposed and products have implemented.

The simplest compressor, an XOR tree, computes simple parity of its inputs. This method has two major limitations: aliasing and X tolerance. If engineers feed each internal-chain output to one scan-output pin through a parity tree and if an equal number of inputs to the parity tree contain errors, the error will be lost due to cancellation. Unknown values (X states) in any chain output mask any other chain feeding the same scan output. Diagnostics of tester failures are possible by assuming that any error bit in the output stream could have come from any of the internal chains that feed to that output. Although this technique causes the simulation of many more faults than would be necessary without compression, it likely reduces diagnostic accuracy over uncompressed analysis.

One method of reducing the limitations of the XOR-tree space compactor is to combine it with input fan-out to help deal with both the aliasing problem and the issue of unknown (X) values. Here, each internal chain feeds to a unique set of scan outputs, with each scan output fed by an XOR tree of values from some set of chain outputs. Defining a space compactor that can deal with a large number of X values in the same scan cycle requires a large amount of fan-out, making it prohibitively expensive to implement. The more fan-out, the likelier that a larger number of X values in the same cycle will cause every output to be X. Unless you know that there will not be a large number of X values in any scan cycle, this approach will likely require some amount of X-masking capability.

Diagnostics become more difficult, because errors now tend to appear on multiple output pins; simply picking all internal chains that feed any of the failing outputs produces too many candidates. Solving simultaneous equations to locate the most likely source or sources of the errors can help to reduce the number of candidates to consider for capturing the defect's effect and thus reduce the number of faults to simulate.

The multiplexed-output-select approach consists of a multiplexed internal-chain-output-select network using inputs to select which set of chain outputs each scan cycle should observe. This
approach often causes the system to ignore most of the chain outputs and thus may miss some of the accidental detections that occur. It is unclear how detrimental this approach might be, but few defects in today's technologies behave exactly like the faults in the ATPG-fault model. Selecting the chain outputs to observe takes care of much of the necessary masking to avoid X values. As long as there is no combining of values from multiple internal chain outputs, there should be neither a need to add X-masking to such a compressor nor an issue with aliasing. Diagnostics are much simpler for this approach, because there is only one source of the error when it is seen at a scan output—the internal chain selected on that scan cycle. However, because the system does not observe many of the additional errors that typically occur when devices fail, it may be difficult for diagnostic-fault simulation to correctly assess the location of the failure with such a reduced response set.

Convolutional compactors add a linear shift register to the output-space-compactor network. Its advantage is that it reduces the aliasing problem associated with a simple XOR tree. The addition of the shift register also may reduce the ability of the compactor to deal with unknown values (X). An X value corrupts the bits in the register and anything they feed, but the X eventually drops out of the register. Diagnostics are more complicated and, again, likely to require the simulation of many more faults than if no compression took place.

Finally, for decades, engineers have used MISRs (multiple input-shift registers) to compress responses, and MISRs are necessary for any form of BIST. The output data continually clocks into the MISR, and, at the end of the test, the signature in the MISR assesses a pass or fail versus the known-good signature. MISRs have some small chance for aliasing in which the defect produces a signature that matches the defect-free circuit, but the likelihood is normally much smaller than the missed faults due to poor fault coverage. The biggest benefit of using a MISR is that response data compression is highest with a MISR, because there is no need to compare output values on every scan cycle—only the final state. It is even possible to collect a signature across all of the tests and check it only at the end of the test set. MISRs cannot tolerate any X values. Using a MISR requires the use of X-masking to prevent any X values from getting into the MISR unless all X sources have been blocked. Also, diagnosing failures from the final MISR signatures is highly unlikely. Knowing which of several MISRs caught the error may help isolate the error to a single core or area of the chip but not to a specific failing net. Diagnostics with MISRs typically require either reapplying the test and scan-out (without compression) to collect the diagnostic fail data or to observe the state of the MISR on each shift cycle to catch where the errors enter the MISR on each cycle. One alternative is to add a few uncompressed vectors to the compressed test set and perform diagnostics primarily for failures that occur within that smaller, uncompressed test set.

**Dealing with unknown values**

A typical design with tests generated by an ATPG has unknown logic values that propagate in the scan chains to the output streams. Except for the multiplexed-output selects, compression logic loses efficiency when it has to contend with a large number of unknown or unpredictable values in the output streams. This situation is a concern for any compression scheme that relies on MISRs to compute signatures, but it also can cause non-MISR-based results to suffer. All compression schemes except the multiplexed-output approach linearly merge the output streams and thus are affected when an X merges with non-X values, causing the ATPG to ignore and effectively mask out some of the non-X internal-response values. As more unknown values become part of the output stream, engineers may have a tough time seeing defective responses, possibly resulting in a loss of fault coverage or an increase in test-vector count to make up for the fact that such tests detect fewer faults, either those that the ATPG targets or those that emerge by accident.
One way to alleviate the problem of unpredictable values in the output stream is to mask these values before they enter the compressor. In the case of MISRs, this step may be necessary to avoid the creation of corrupted and unpredictable MISR signatures. In the case of the space-compactor approaches, it may be necessary just to allow detection of certain faults; there is no absolute requirement to mask out all X values. However, because X values that do propagate through mask out known values from some chains when too many X values do appear on the same scan cycle, only a few chains may be observable on that cycle. This situation reduces the ability to see where additional errors may have been and reduces the ability of diagnostics to locate the true failure location.

Masking out some values while allowing others to pass requires you to pass some information into the device. Thus, adding an X-masking capability consumes more of the input bandwidth, possibly taking that bandwidth away from care bits that target faults. Remember, however, that the observation points for faults are also effectively care bits in this compression environment. So, it is not unreasonable to allocate some of the input-side bandwidth to the X-masking.

**Interoperability requirements**

Typically, vendors insert compression architectures at the RTL or gate level, and the ATPG and diagnostics engines need to understand the architecture of the compression to generate and diagnose tests with these structures on-chip. The supplier that inserts the compression then also by default becomes the ATPG and diagnostics supplier. Semiconductor companies, however, often demand choices for ATPG and diagnostics from multiple vendors for a given application. As a result, the industry is moving toward enabling interoperability of ATPG and diagnostics for different compression architectures. The [Accellera Consortium](https://www.accellera.org) of EDA vendors and users launched an OCI (Open Compression Interface) technical committee within the last year. The OCI technical committee is defining a standard that you can use to describe the required information about on-chip compression structures to ATPG and diagnostics tools. More information is available at the Accellera Web site ([Reference 1](https://www.accellera.org)).

Test-data-compression techniques manage the escalating cost of test in nanometer designs. As designers adopt delay test to detect small delay defects in nanometer designs, they will also adopt on-chip compression methods. Luckily, the test industry has developed several popular compression structures over the past few years and will continue development as new challenges arise.
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